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By referring to Cambridge IGCSE Chinese, Edexcel IGCSE Chinese (another two
examination board) and HSK (Chicness Proficiency Test), IB Chinese Syllabus, AP
Chinese, SAT Chinese, Online Chinese Courses, BCT (Business Chinese), combining
our 26 years’ experience in Teaching and editing our own materials, here is the “LIFE
SAVING” book called by many students for their exams. This book gives students a
quick revision for their coming exam! Our 26 years' expertise are shared with you here!
Grab it! Thanks for your support for us creating better contents for you!
This book is designed for students who are going to attend Cambridge IGCSE Chinese
(0523, 0547). Grammar is a borrowed concept from western language. There is no
Grammar in Chinese in certain senses. The greatest truths are the simplest! In simple
way, Chinese Grammar is just the sequence construction of Characters, like our
LEGOO brand. By going through the detail of pass GCSE, IGCSE, IB, SAT, AP, HSK
past papers with our in-depth expertise and explanations, we present you the Chinese
Grammar in the straightforward way. It is also good for Beginners to learn Chinese
structures (called Grammar in certain senses). Many students call it “LIFE SAVING” for
their exam. The book give a quick revision for the coming GCSE Chinese, IGCSE
Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT Chinese, HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), YCT (Youth
Chinese Test) exam! In the complicated way, Chinese Grammar can drive you to crazy!
In this book, I will show you the simplest truths in my own way, if not academic way!
David YAO, Founder of www.Edeo.biz & www.legoomandarin.com 21 March 2019
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 1, revised for first
teaching in 2015. This coursebook covers Paper 1, Prescribed Subject 3: The Move to
Global War of the History for the International Baccalaureate Diploma syllabus for first
assessment in 2017. Tailored to the requirements of the IB syllabus and written by
experienced IB History examiners and teachers, it offers authoritative and engaging
guidance through the following two case studies: Japanese expansion in East Asia
(1931-1941) and German and Italian expansion (1933-1940).
This book is designed for students who are going to attend HSK 6 Chinese. Grammar is
a borrowed concept from western language. There is no Grammar in Chinese in certain
senses. The greatest truths are the simplest! In simple way, Chinese Grammar is just
the sequence construction of Characters, like our LEGOO brand. By going through the
detail of pass GCSE, IGCSE, IB, SAT, AP, HSK past papers with our in-depth expertise
and explanations, we present you the Chinese Grammar in the straightforward way. It is
also good for Beginners to learn Chinese structures (called Grammar in certain
senses). Many students call it "LIFE SAVING" for their exam. The book give a quick
revision for the coming GCSE Chinese, IGCSE Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT Chinese,
HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), YCT (Youth Chinese Test) exam! In the complicated
way, Chinese Grammar can drive you to crazy! In this book, I will show you the simplest
truths in my own way, if not academic way!
Cambridge IGCSE Chinese Foreign Language (0547) 2018 Intensive Revision PDF
Book- A Quick Reference to past Exam Papers By referring to GCSE, IGCSE past
papers with our in-depth 25 years experience, we present each set of past paper with 3
products to enable students can achieve good result in short time: 1 Cambridge IGCSE
Chinese Foreign Language (0547-21) 2018 Intensive Revision PDF Book- A Quick
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Reference to past Exam Papers with 2 detailed Explanations 2 Cambridge IGCSE
Chinese Foreign Language Mock Online Test- A Quick Reference to past Exam Papers
(0547-21) 2018 with Explanations 3 Cambridge IGCSE Chinese Foreign Language
(0547-21) 2018 Intensive Revision Video Course - Examination Skills, Tips and Guide
Cambridge IGCSE is the world’s most popular international qualification for 14 to 16
year old. It is recognized by leading universities and employers worldwide, and is an
international passport to progression and success. Developed over 25 years ago, it is
tried, tested and trusted by schools worldwide.This syllabus is designed for learners
who are learning Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language. The aim is to develop an
ability to use the language effectively for purposes of practical communication. The
course is based on the linked language skills of listening, reading, speaking and writing,
and these are built on as learners progress through their studies. Cambridge IGCSE
Chinese aims to offer insights into the culture and civilization of countries where
Mandarin Chinese is spoken, encouraging positive attitudes towards language learning
and towards speakers of foreign languages.
2021 Updates, View more amazing courses and Publications Edeo (Educational Video
Online Courses) is one of the pioneering online Courses Creators. We provide
Contents and Solutions, online, offline, in Classroom presentation or online lessons,
group assignments or personal learning management. We welcome Teachers to join
our group and marketing networks (more than 1 million users in our networks and social
media, YouTube, Udemy, Amazon, iBook, Teachlr, Google Books, Rakuten Kobo etc.)
for: - developing and publishing books, teaching materials - creating and marketing
online Video - Hosting online live courses Our Publications including: KDP: Amazon
Kindle Books, ebook and Paperback. Udemy: Online Video Courses hosted in Udemy,
lifetime access. Quiz: Online Quiz, auto grading and explanations, hosted on Udemy,
lifetime access. Skype: Online Live Course via Skype. YouTube: YouTube Live
broadcasting. Topics Covering: covering from Kindergarten, YCT (Youth Chinese Test),
HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), IGCSE Chinese, A1, A2 Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT
Chinese, AP Chinese, IB Chinese, etc. This is our past 25 years painstaking efforts
based on our firsthand experience to teach foreigners. “Share with You What We Know
Best” is our Slogan. We start with LEGOO Mandarin and now expand the system into
other topics: Bahasa Malaysia, IT eCommerce, Accounting and Finance, Tai Chi
Fitness and Qi Gong. You can learn anytime anywhere!
Suitable for standard and higher level students, this resource is written by an
experienced IB English teacher following the English B syllabus. Features include
activities and authentic texts to develop reading and comprehension, integrated study
ideas for IB central core, featuring LP (Learner profile), CAS (Creativity, Action,
Service), TOK (Theory of Knowledge) EE (Extended Essay), and a Glossary with
definitions of key vocabulary. This title offers comprehensive learning and support for
teachers and students, ideas for extensive reading material, activities to build language
skills and cultural understanding for extension essays, research, exam preparation and
a free teacher resources website: ibdiploma.cambridge.org.
This book represents an ethnographic study of an International Baccalaureate Diploma
Program in a school in mainland China, serving Chinese students and staffed by teachers from
a variety of origins. It offers in-depth descriptions of the way in which students, teachers, and
managers interact and communicate with one another in a variety of school activities. Through
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the communication process, cultural experiences and understandings are negotiated
constantly among school participants. The ethnographic study also has a critical intention.
Going beyond description, the author discusses the extent to which networks of social
relationships in the case are imbued by asymmetries in power, and how this leads to people’s
inability, unwillingness, and unawareness to interact with those from different cultural
backgrounds. As research findings reveal, where the construction of meaning is less equally
available to each participant, prejudice and exclusiveness are more likely to be assumed,
impeding individuals’ intercultural learning. The key is to empower those less privileged, giving
them legitimacy to come to voice in an institutional context on the one hand, and protecting
their reflections on hegemonic discourse meticulously on the other hand. Since the research
explores the complexities and subtleties of the communication process that are bound to
particular contexts, like most ethnographic studies, it aims at adding a body of experience and
humanistic understanding of cultures, rather than testing theories. Although the IB Program
being studied can hardly be representative of the overall development of international
education in China, the detailed description of contextual issues of the case and the research
procedures could facilitate the readers to vicariously experience these events, thus they can
make their own decisions about the transferability of the research to their own unique
situations.
This exam preparation guide provides extra support for students studying for their Business
Management for the IB Diploma examination, for first teaching in 2014. Case studies and
structured questions provide opportunities to practise and assess progress, which helps to
build students' confidence. In addition, a focus on numeracy skills gives extra support with this
particular aspect of the course. The resource encourages students to think critically and
strategically about organisational behaviour. Answers to the exam preparation guide questions
are online.
This is referring to Cambridge IGCSE Chinese Foreign Language (0547/23) 2018 Paper 3
Reading May-June, with Detail Examination Skills & Explanations; Vocabulary Builder and
Expansion: ?????????. New launching BEST price Grab it! Cambridge IGCSE Mandarin
Chinese - Foreign Language (0547) This syllabus is designed for learners who are learning
Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language. The aim is to develop an ability to use the language
effectively for practical communication. The course is based on the linked language skills of
listening, reading, speaking and writing, and these are built on as learners progress through
their studies. The syllabus also aims to offer insights into the culture of countries where
Mandarin Chinese is spoken, thus encouraging positive attitudes towards language learning
and towards speakers of other languages. Syllabuses Paper 1 Listening Approximately 35
minutes Candidates listen to a number of recordings and answer multiple-choice and matching
questions. Paper 2 Reading 1 hour 15 minutes Candidates read a number of texts and answer
multiple-choice and matching questions as well as questions requiring short answers. Paper 3
Speaking Approximately 10 minutes Candidates complete one role play and conversations on
two topics. Paper 4 1 hour 15 minutes Candidates complete one form-filling task, one directed
writing task and one task in the format of an email/letter or article/blog. Cambridge IGCSE
Mandarin Chinese - Foreign Language (0547) Vocabulary by referring to HSK 4 (New) There
are total 1200 vocabularies with the possible Best English Translation for your better
understanding with our many years' experience in HSK and GCSE teaching. We also give HSK
level classifications which will give you a cross reference for your Chinese standard. The
vocabularies are classified into following 12 categories then ranked according HSK levels. 1 ??
míngcí Noun 2 ?? dòngcí Verb 3 ??? xíngróngcí Adjective 4 ?? dàicí Pronouns 5 ?? shù cí
Numeral 6 ?? liàngcí Classifier; Measure Word (MW) 7 ?? fùcí Adverb 8 ?? liáncí Conjunction 9
?? jiècí Preposition 10 ?? zhùcí Particle 11 ?? tàn cí Interjection 12 ??? xiàngsh?ngcí
onomatopoeia Many students call it "LIFE SAVING" for their exam. The book give a quick
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revision for your coming exam! Grab it! Thanks for your support for us creating better contents
for you!
By referring to IB Chinese Syllabus, AP Chinese, SAT Chinese, Cambridge IGCSE Chinese,
Edexcel IGCSE Chinese (another two examination board) and HSK (Chicness Proficiency
Test), BCT (Business Chinese), combining our 26 years’ experience in Teaching and editing
our own materials, here is the “LIFE SAVING” book called by many students for their exams.
The book give a quick revision for your coming exam! Thanks for your support for us creating
better contents for you! It takes our years’ painful effort to edit. Grab it! Grammar is a
borrowed concept from western language. There is no Grammar in Chinese in certain senses.
The greatest truths are the simplest! In simple way, Chinese Grammar is just the sequence
construction of Characters, like our LEGOO brand. In the complicated way, Chinese Grammar
can drive you to crazy! In this book, I will show you the simplest truths in my own way, if not
academic way!
Test Your Chinese Vocabulary Level in 5 Minutes ????????? PDF BOOK V2020-05- A Unique
Statistic Method to Assess Your Progress According HSK 1-6 Vocabulary List and CEFRL
A1-C2, for IB, IGCSE etc. ISBN: 9798657117967 Test Your Vocabulary Level in 5 Minutes
according HSK & CEFRL A1-C2 - ?????????. A Unique Statistic method supported by a huge
database from our many years research and experience. A very useful tool for school teacher
and students. English has six levels within the CEFRL are A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2. CEFRL
(Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.) Beginner Level: A1 A2
Intermediate Level: B1 B2 Advance Level: C1 C2 HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test ), 6 levels,
HSK 1-HSK6, a good cross reference for classification, using together with CEFRL A1-C2. A
logic and proven way! We are the FIRST one to do this! With these levels, you can easily work
out your ability and assess your progress. PDF book, 206 Pages, We will email to you the PDF
book within 24 hours.
This coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic 12: The Cold War: Superpower Tensions
and Rivalries (20th century) of the History for the IB Diploma syllabus for first assessment in
2017. Tailored to the requirements of the IB syllabus and written by experienced IB History
examiners and teachers, it offers authoritative and engaging guidance through the following
detailed studies of leaders and crises from around the world: Truman, Khrushchev, Gorbachev,
Castro, and Reagan; and the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Korean War, the Prague spring, and
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 2, revised for first teaching
in 2015. This coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic 11: Causes and Effects of 20th
Century Wars of the History for the IB Diploma syllabus for first assessment in 2017. Tailored
to the requirements of the IB syllabus and written by experienced IB History examiners and
teachers, it offers authoritative and engaging guidance through the following detailed studies
from around the world: the First World War, the Spanish Civil War, the Second World War, the
Chinese Civil War and the Iran/Iraq War.
Advanced Placement is a program in the United States and Canada created by the College
Board which offers college-level curricula and examinations to high school students. American
colleges and universities may grant placement and course credit to students who obtain high
scores on the examinations. (Wikipedia) AP Chinese is similar to HSK (Chinese Proficiency
Test) 6, which assesses test takers’ abilities in the application of everyday Chinese. It is the
counterpart of the Level VI of the Chinese Language Proficiency Scales for Speakers of Other
Languages and the C2 Level of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEF). Test
takers who are able to pass the HSK (Level VI) can easily comprehend written and spoken
information in Chinese and can effectively express themselves in Chinese, both orally and on
paper. All Chinese Vocabulary come with the Best English Translation for better understanding
and our many years’ experience in HSK and GCSE teaching. We also give HSK level
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classification which will give you a cross reference for your Chinese standard. Many students
call it “LIFE SAVING” for their exam. It takes our years’ painful effort to edit. The book give a
quick revision for your coming exam! Grab it! Thanks for your support for us to creating better
contents for you!
IB Diploma Programme The International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme is a two-year
educational programme primarily aimed at 16-to-19-year-olds in 140 countries around the
world. The programme provides an internationally accepted qualification for entry into higher
education and is recognized by many universities worldwide. Wikipedia By referring to
Cambridge IGCSE Chinese, Edexcel IGCSE Chinese (another two examination board) and
HSK (Chicness Proficiency Test), IB Syllabus, Chinses grammar for native students,
combining our 25 years experience in Teaching and editing our own materials. Here is the
“LIFE SAVING” book called by many students for their exams. It takes our years’ painful
effort to edit. The book give a quick revision for your coming exam! Grab it! Many students call
it "LIFE SAVING" for their exam. The book give a quick revision for your coming exam! Grab it!
Thanks for your support for us creating better contents for you!
NEW BOOK! Cambridge IGCSE Chinese Foreign Language (0547-22) Intensive Reading
Revision - A Quick Reference to past Exam 2018 Reading Paper 2 with Detail Reading Skills,
Explanations, Vocabulary Builder and Expansion This is referring to Cambridge IGCSE
Chinese Foreign Language (0547/22) 2018 Paper 2 Reading May-June, with Detail
Examination Skills & Explanations; Vocabulary Builder and Expansion: ?????????. Many
students call it "LIFE SAVING" for their exam. The book give a quick revision for your coming
exam! Grab it! Thanks for your support for us creating better contents for you! New launching
BEST price Grab it!
Edeo & Legoo Mandarin Publications List 2021 September Issue???????????- Share the best
we know and what we know the best! ???????? This a Full list of our latest courses and
Publications at BEST price for my students! Please check and Enjoy your study. We provide
Contents, Online System and Live Teaching Online ! Edeo (Educational Video Online Courses)
is one of the pioneering online Courses Creators. We systematically design LEGOO Mandarin,
including PPT, PDF and Videos materials, covering from Kindergarten, YCT (Youth Chinese
Test), HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), IGCSE Chinese, A1, A2 Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT
Chinese, AP Chinese, IB Chinese, etc. This is our past 25 years painstaking efforts based on
our firsthand experience to teach foreigners. “Share with You What We Know Best” is our
Slogan. We start with LEGOO Mandarin and now expand the system into other topics: Bahasa
Malaysia, IT eCommerce, Accounting and Finance, Tai Chi Fitness and Qi Gong. You can
learn anytime anywhere! In addition to be a Contents Creator, we also provide Online
Systems, which can be easily integrated with your school or company online system or use
separately. We are using Udemy and other more than 10 similar platforms for video courses
marketing. The Amazon KDP, Google Books and Apple iBooks are platforms we publishing our
textbooks in addition to our own platform. We provide consultancy service to save your time
and give you the best tips on how to leverage your efforts using all these amazing platforms.
Please contact us for quotations (very reasonable price). We can assign our trained teachers
to conduct live lesson through Webinar, Skype and YouTube, Facebook at reasonable price.
Malaysia’s most popular food ambassador Chef Wan shares his favourite recipes for more
than 180 savoury dishes. Culled from his culinary adventures both at home and abroad over
the last thirty years, these exciting recipes include all-time favourites like Tod Mun Pla (Thai
Fish Cakes), Wantan Soup with Japanese Bean Curd and Bubur Menado (Menado Vegetable
Porridge), and adventurous dishes such as Kalio Udang Tempoyak (Prawn in Preserved
Durian Gravy), Umai Ikan (Sarawak Raw Fish Salad), Vietnamese Chicken with Mint and
Ohnokaukswe (Burmese Curry Noodles). Packed with personal anecdotes, cooking tips and
appealing recipes, this book will be a delight not just for the novice cook but for the seasoned
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cook as well.
This is a new edition of Superscripts Arson About, ISBN 9010
We provide Contents, Online System and Live Teaching Online !Edeo (Educational Video
Online Courses) is one of the pioneering online Courses Creators. We systematically design
LEGOO Mandarin, including PPT, PDF and Videos materials, covering from Kindergarten,
YCT (Youth Chinese Test), HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), IGCSE Chinese, A1, A2 Chinese,
IB Chinese, SAT Chinese, AP Chinese, IB Chinese, etc. This is our past 25 years painstaking
efforts based on our firsthand experience to teach foreigners.“Share with You What We Know
Best” is our Slogan. We start with LEGOO Mandarin and now expand the system into other
topics: Bahasa Malaysia, IT eCommerce, Accounting and Finance, Tai Chi Fitness and Qi
Gong. You can learn anytime anywhere!In addition to be a Contents CreatorS, we also provide
Online Systems, which can be easily integrated with your school or company online system or
use separately. We are using Udemy and other more than 10 similar platforms for video
courses marketing. The Amazon KDP, Google Books and Apple iBooks are platforms we
publishing our textbooks in addition to our own platform. We provide consultancy service to
save your time and give you the best tips on how to leverage your efforts using all these
amazing platforms.
Edeo (Educational Video Online Courses) is one of the pioneering online Courses Creators.
We provide Contents and Solutions, online, offline, in Classroom presentation or online
lessons, group assignments or personal learning management. We welcome Teachers to join
our group and marketing networks (more than 1 million users in our networks and social
media, YouTube, Udemy, Amazon, iBook, Teachlr, Google Books, Rakuten Kobo etc.) for: developing and publishing books, teaching materials - creating and marketing online Video Hosting online live courses Our Publications including: KDP: Amazon Kindle Books, ebook and
Paperback. Udemy: Online Video Courses hosted in Udemy, lifetime access. Quiz: Online
Quiz, auto grading and explanations, hosted on Udemy, lifetime access. Skype: Online Live
Course via Skype. YouTube: YouTube Live broadcasting. Topics Covering: covering from
Kindergarten, YCT (Youth Chinese Test), HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), IGCSE Chinese,
A1, A2 Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT Chinese, AP Chinese, IB Chinese, etc. This is our past 25
years painstaking efforts based on our firsthand experience to teach foreigners. “Share with
You What We Know Best” is our Slogan. We start with LEGOO Mandarin and now expand the
system into other topics: Bahasa Malaysia, IT eCommerce, Accounting and Finance, Tai Chi
Fitness and Qi Gong. You can learn anytime anywhere!
Comprehensive books to support study of History for the IB Diploma Paper 3, revised for first
assessment in 2017.
The Introduction and Comparing of HSK with IB, AP, SAT, CIE IGCSE, Edexcel IGCSE,
GCSE, AQA GCSE Chinese, 2020 ?????? HSK ????????????????? ISBN: 9798675573684
There are many international Chinese examinations offered by different examination boards,
such as IB, AP, SAT, CIE IGCSE, Edexcel IGCSE, GCSE, AQA GCSE. In this comprehensive
book, we will give the summary and Comparing of HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test, the test
conducted by Chinese government to oversea students outside China). This is quick reference
for students and parents when they decide which exam for them to choose. This is based on
our more 25 years Chinese teaching as second language and our more than 300 video
courses and publications as an Online contents provider.
Cambridge IGCSE Mandarin Chinese - Foreign Language (0547)This syllabus is designed for
learners who are learning Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language. The aim is to develop an
ability to use the language effectively for practical communication. The course is based on the
linked language skills of listening, reading, speaking and writing, and these are built on as
learners progress through their studies.The syllabus also aims to offer insights into the culture
of countries where Mandarin Chinese is spoken, thus encouraging positive attitudes towards
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language learning and towards speakers of other languages. In 2021 Edition, we add:
Vocabulary Builder and Expansion ?????????:Reading Skills ?????Writing Skills
?????Listening Skills ?????Speaking Skills ???????Examination Skills & Explanations: ???? By
referring to Cambridge IGCSE Chinese, Edexcel IGCSE Chinese (another two examination
board) and HSK (Chicness Proficiency Test), IB Chinese Syllabus, AP Chinese, SAT Chinese,
Online Chinese Courses, BCT (Business Chinese), combining our 25 years’ experience in
Teaching and editing our own materials, here is the “LIFE SAVING” book called by many
students for their exams. The book give a quick revision for your coming exam! Thanks for
your support for us creating better contents for you! It takes our years’ painful effort to edit.
Grab it!
Davidson spent extensive time on the island and this was one of the most extensive histories
up to its time and the only detailed study in English. Some argue that it remains unsurpassed
as a history & ethnography of the island. It traces the history of Taiwan from early Dutch rule in
1514 to the early 20th century & describes natural resources, trade, industry, people,
language, bird & animal life. Davidson went on to polar fame, going north with Peary to north
Greenland.
AP (Advanced Placement) Advanced Placement is a program in the United States and Canada
created by the College Board which offers college-level curricula and examinations to high
school students. American colleges and universities may grant placement and course credit to
students who obtain high scores on the examinations. (Wikipedia)This book is designed for
students who are going to attend AP Chinese.By going through the detail of pass GCSE,
IGCSE, IB, SAT, AP, HSK past papers with our in-depth expertise and explanations, we
present you the Chinese Grammar in the straightforward way. It is also good for Beginners to
learn Chinese structures (called Grammar in certain senses). Many students call it "LIFE
SAVING" for their exam. The book give a quick revision for the coming GCSE Chinese, IGCSE
Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT Chinese, HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), YCT (Youth Chinese
Test) exam! Grab it!,
This a Full list of our latest courses and Publications at BEST price for my students! Please
check and Enjoy your study. We provide Contents, Online System and Live Teaching Online !
Edeo (Educational Video Online Courses) is one of the pioneering online Courses Creators.
We systematically design LEGOO Mandarin, including PPT, PDF and Videos materials,
covering from Kindergarten, YCT (Youth Chinese Test), HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test),
IGCSE Chinese, A1, A2 Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT Chinese, AP Chinese, IB Chinese, etc.
This is our past 25 years painstaking efforts based on our firsthand experience to teach
foreigners. “Share with You What We Know Best” is our Slogan. We start with LEGOO
Mandarin and now expand the system into other topics: Bahasa Malaysia, IT eCommerce,
Accounting and Finance, Tai Chi Fitness and Qi Gong. You can learn anytime anywhere! In
addition to be a Contents Creator, we also provide Online Systems, which can be easily
integrated with your school or company online system or use separately. We are using Udemy
and other more than 10 similar platforms for video courses marketing. The Amazon KDP,
Google Books and Apple iBooks are platforms we publishing our textbooks in addition to our
own platform. We provide consultancy service to save your time and give you the best tips on
how to leverage your efforts using all these amazing platforms. Please contact us for
quotations (very reasonable price). We can assign our trained teachers to conduct live lesson
through Webinar, Skype and YouTube, Facebook at reasonable price.

By referring to Cambridge IGCSE Chinese, Edexcel IGCSE Chinese (another two
examination board) and HSK (Chicness Proficiency Test), IB Chinese Syllabus, AP
Chinese, SAT Chinese, Online Chinese Courses, BCT (Business Chinese), combining
our 26 years’ experience in Teaching and editing our own materials, here is the “LIFE
SAVING” book called by many students for their exams. This book gives students a
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quick revision for their coming exam! Our 26 years' expertise are shared with you here!
Grab it! Thanks for your support for us creating better contents for you! Cambridge
IGCSE Mandarin Chinese - Foreign Language (0547)This syllabus is designed for
learners who are learning Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language. The aim is to
develop an ability to use the language effectively for practical communication. The
course is based on the linked language skills of listening, reading, speaking and writing,
and these are built on as learners progress through their studies. The syllabus also
aims to offer insights into the culture of countries where Mandarin Chinese is spoken,
thus encouraging positive attitudes towards language learning and towards speakers of
other languages. In 2021 Edition, we add: Vocabulary Builder and Expansion
?????????; Reading Skills ????; Writing Skills ????; Listening Skills ????; Speaking
Skills ??????; Examination Skills & Explanations: ????
Edexcel GCSE is the world’s most popular international qualification for 14 to 16 year
olds. It is recognized by leading universities and employers worldwide, and is an
international passport to progression and success. Developed over 25 years ago, it is
tried, tested and trusted by schools worldwide. This syllabus is designed for learners
who are learning Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language. The aim is to develop an
ability to use the language effectively for purposes of practical communication. The
course is based on the linked language skills of listening, reading, speaking and writing,
and these are built on as learners’ progress through their studies.
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 2, revised for first
teaching in 2015.
Grammar is a borrowed concept from western language. There is no Grammar in
Chinese in certain senses. The greatest truths are the simplest! In simple way, Chinese
Grammar is just the sequence construction of Characters, like our LEGOO brand. In the
complicated way, Chinese Grammar can drive you to crazy! In this book, I will show you
the simplest truths in my own way, if not academic way! By referring to Cambridge
IGCSE Chinese, Edexcel IGCSE Chinese (another two examination board) and HSK
(Chicness Proficiency Test), IB Syllabus, Chinses grammar for native students,
combining our 26 years experience in Teaching and editing our own materials. Here is
the “LIFE SAVING” book called by many students for their exams. It takes our years’
painful effort to edit. The book give a quick revision for your coming exam! Grab it!
Advanced Placement is a program in the United States and Canada created by the
College Board which offers college-level curricula and examinations to high school
students. American colleges and universities may grant placement and course credit to
students who obtain high scores on the examinations. (Wikipedia) This book is
designed for students who are going to attend AP Chinese.By going through the detail
of pass GCSE, IGCSE, IB, SAT, AP, HSK past papers with our in-depth expertise and
explanations, we present you the Chinese Grammar in the straightforward way. It is
also good for Beginners to learn Chinese structures (called Grammar in certain
senses). Many students call it “LIFE SAVING” for their exam. The book give a quick
revision for the coming GCSE Chinese, IGCSE Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT Chinese,
HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), YCT (Youth Chinese Test) exam! Grab it!,
This book is designed for students who are going to attend HSK 5 Chinese. Grammar is
a borrowed concept from western language. There is no Grammar in Chinese in certain
senses. The greatest truths are the simplest! In simple way, Chinese Grammar is just
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the sequence construction of Characters, like our LEGOO brand. By going through the
detail of pass GCSE, IGCSE, IB, SAT, AP, HSK past papers with our in-depth expertise
and explanations, we present you the Chinese Grammar in the straightforward way. It is
also good for Beginners to learn Chinese structures (called Grammar in certain
senses). Many students call it “LIFE SAVING” for their exam. The book give a quick
revision for the coming GCSE Chinese, IGCSE Chinese, IB Chinese, SAT Chinese,
HSK (Chinese Proficiency Test), YCT (Youth Chinese Test) exam!
This coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic 10: Authoritarian States (20th
century) of the History for the IB Diploma syllabus for first assessment in 2017. Tailored
to the requirements of the IB syllabus and written by experienced IB History examiners
and teachers, it offers authoritative and engaging guidance through the following
detailed studies from around the world: Mussolini and Italy, Hitler and Germany, Mao
and China, and Castro and Cuba.
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